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About This Game

Air Forte is a high-altitude game of math, vocabulary, and geography. Compete with friends or fly solo in the various arenas.
Good luck, pilot!

Key features:

Play with friends: Up to four people can play Air Forte together. Find out who's the best pilot!

Stage variety: Play through multiple stages that explore math, vocabulary, and geography.

Unlockable game modes: Once you complete the Adventure, try the "Challenge" and "Infinite" game modes.

Online high scores: Compete against people around the world. Can you beat their scores?

Gripping story: Embark on a royal quest. Can you unravel the mystery? 
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Initially bought this game in the shmup sale as I like shmups, it looked passable & had trading cards and thought, well I can at
least sell them and get some money back, however, it is actually a decent game.

Sure it isn't anything specal, but it does the job rather well and there is a decent selection of ships to chose from all with varied
stats I've only tried 2 on the basic mode, and I was so bad at the other modes that I don't remember if you even chose a ship on
them...gotta love 1337 projectile hunting skills. Anyways, the game has 5 different modes, each with their own mechanics [of
which I am still to unlock blitz because I'm just bad]

Onto my complaints about the game.

Firstly it can sometimes feel like you're being ripped off a bit with the almost claustraphobic screen size, could have maybe
done with a little more room to move, as it also appears you cant go fully to the edge of the screen either and your ship is a bit
on the large side, which isn't a problem until you get the levels where you view from above the ship, then things get a bit tight,
also with some enemies coming from behind and just sitting there acting clever because you can't do anything about them it can
induce profanity.

Secondly what I perceive to be a bug where, upon destroying a boss or finishing a level your ship will either be locked in place
or go through a set leaving the area manouvre, but enemy projectiles stay on screen and it can lead to death because they can
still hit you.

Finally we have the enemies shooting at you from out of the field of play, or flying through your plane on a different axis I have
no problem with a few uses of this mechanic, but it was possibly overused, and with some of the ships flying through, its was a
little hard to tell when to be elsewhere.

Even after finding more bad than good to say about the game, I have to recommend it. It's cheap, does pretty much what you
expect from it and passes a decent few hours, unless of course, you don't like shmups. In which case, why the smeg have you
read all of this?. PROS:
When you've reached like level 3 you're gonna start to nerd this game A LOT

The game is constantly updated to either fix bugs or add in new content

If you're into MMO RPGs you're gonna love this game to bits

CONS:
'astral diamonds' wich you use to buy stuff in the AH (Auction House) (buying items off others) are kinda tricky to get if you
don't have 2 friends with you or if you're under level 20.

RATING: 9,5\/10. A really cool painting tool! Easy to learn its features and you can create awesome art work pretty fast. It
might take a while to master them though... since this software gives a different kind of freedom compared to other painting
software.
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Experiment alot when you try to make your own brushes. You might end up making a super cool brush on accident. Also, don't
forget to download other people's brushes on Bleank's forums!. I recieved the game for free* Deluxe Edition.

Edit: since some people are ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥. I am not saying this game won't be good in x amount of time. If you put your game
on EA and put it up for sale you are opening yourself up to be reviewed. With the 100+ hours I have spent with the game I have
seen little actual positive changes done test to test and performance continues to get worse every new client. I have a I7-4790K
and a 980. My PC is not the reason the game runs like♥♥♥♥♥ Fluctuating from 200 fps to 30-40 in some cases is NOT
optimized and I will comment on it so get over yourself. Some of us don't play games on 60hz monitors so FPS fluctuations are
painful to deal with. The fact that changing settings doesn't increases or decrease FPS shows there has been 0 optimization
effort done.

This review is subject to change as the game is updated and new content comes out. HOWEVER, for the idiots who don't seem
to get it... The game IN IT'S CURRENT STATE is not worth 30 dollars. You can play for free this weekend and experience the
2 hours of actual content there is to unlock in the game and then probably be good to wait a few months. EA is not crowd
funding, if you wanted money you should of run a crowd funding page and offered better rewards. I'm tired of developers and
people using EA as an excuse to release half♥♥♥♥♥♥♥projects that "could be" good in a years time in order to make money.
The review is simply me RECOMMENDING you spend your 30 dollars elsewhere until some serious work goes into the game
and there is a reason to invest into it. You are free to do whatever you want. I just can't justify recommending people put their
money into what is essentially an empty shell of an "idea" of a game not an actual game.

I cannot recommend game in it's current state. The 30 dollar price tag is far too much money for how little you are getting.
You're better off dropping 20 and getting Dead by Daylight instead far more worth the value. This version of the client doesn't
show the 100 hours I put in during the Closed testing and the recent Soft launch. Anyone who watched me stream during this
time noticed how tilting and frustrated I was these guys were releasing the game so soon with so little content and charging as
much as they were. The concept is good and it has potential but it is so far from being acceptable for EA release. There is no
progression and what little cosmetics exist are a massive downgrade from the ones we had in the earlier test phases. The game
will never be balanced and they are making it harder for themselves with terrible design choices. Not sure what feedback they
took from the community during the old test phases but they actually somehow made things worse everytime they did a change.

Some major issues that bug me the most however are the terrible performance and netcode. I could overlook there being
missing features and unbalanced gameplay if the game wouldn't frame stutter constantly and go from 200 fps to 30 fps over and
over. There's also the issue with the terrible netcode and general hit detection. First time I think these guys have ever tried to
work with something with FPS elements.

That being said as of writing this the game is FREE for a week so you might as well give it a go. The 5 days you get for free is
more than enough time to basically experience everything this game has to offer. I would 100% not suggest buying it however.
This is coming from someone who was given the deluxe edition for free. Trust me I'd rather you use my link and buy the game
so I can get % of the money for the sale but I can't recommend it in good conscious because you'd be wasting your money at the
moment.. Great atmosphere, easy to play and perfect graphics. I play for hours because I like the dynamics and game
management that amuses me a lot.
But unhappily my competitors come to bankruptcy very fast.
I hope the DLC!. I got this in the Killing Floor Bundle. I primarily main Field Medic, so the blowerthrower is a nice addition; it
feels like a flamethrower and is really nice for thinning large hordes.. This is a great game, My father and I enjoy it quite a bit.
Even when we can't play together the are friends specific leaderboards.
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Really fun game, definitely worth the money if you have a friend to play with.. This game takes data from OpenStreetMaps and
allows you to play in any city in the world. It has few textures, so most buildings look the same, so the maps obviously don't
really look like the city they are supposedly portraying. Let's hope the MOD support will allow modders to make their own
textures or models, that would made this a really cool game.

Gameplay needs a bunch of tweaking, more enemy sprites and maybe a couple of different ships to fly. But in general it's an Ok
shooter.

I enjoyed the free roam option.

The game will be ported to Linux in the future, according to the dev, but it runs fine on Proton, so you can try it right away if
you are a Linux user like me.. Unplayable since CAPCOM XXXXed up the SecuROM.... Great game, love the simulated ship
combat and plot. Wish they'd release it for SteamOS, I think it would do well with the gamepad.. gotta say this game is amazing
a good tactical shooter like this is something i have been searching for and havent found for years and this is quiet a relief
however there is a slight problem

the ai have two difficulties normal and hard
on normal its very easy to complete just about any mission enemies rarely shoot and/or hit anything
on hard however unless your very very good enemies kill off your team in a matter of seconds and just becomes overpoweringly
difficult and basically removes anything for teammates and you just become stupified

also the game hasnt aged well places are open empty and sometimes outright boring but you gotta think this was made about 20
years ago

although it has its flaws its old give it that
also since i don't think these type of games are done commonly (or at least aren't that good)
you also have to credit the game on that part to for doing it and decently
8.5/10 once again has its flaws but its a must buy i recomend buying the everything pack to but there are some pretty bad games
in it (im looking at you delta force extreme 2) but its still worth its price. 3\/10
Dull racing game. Can't see things coming towards you for the points pickups. Every unlock is exactly the same as everything
else you already have. every level is exactly the same. Avoid.. Neeeeeooooooowwww!!!. Very smooth matchmaking but a little
micro-tranaction heavy. I don't recommend getting this dlc, b\/c when I try to play said dlc the game menu brings up the store
page.. Before I bought the game, I\u2019ve read the reviews. Plenty of negatives, but I thought to myself, it can\u2019t be that
bad\u2026 I was wrong. It can. I\u2019ll start from positives: pretty graphic and very pleasant music. The plot could have been
very interesting if somebody actually cared to elaborate and since nobody did, well, great idea ruined.
On the negative side: annoying gameplay, not intuitive and frustrating to the point that I almost gave up after 10 minutes into the
game. But if that was all I would probably still recommend it. The reason I cannot is a \u201cbrilliant\u201d idea of buying
items necessary for finishing the game at the merchant. In order to collect enough coins we have to repeat hidden objects scenes
again and again and again and again and again\u2026. So even if the plot intrigued you, the whole atmosphere is ruined with
clicking for 50th time the same pitchfork. Arrghh\u2026 Whoever came up with this should lock himself in the basement for 14
days and rethink his life choices.
I do not recommend the game.
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